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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 2019 Kick Off was held in Sydney from February 12th-14th inclusive.  As with previous events of 
this type, the primary goal of the meeting was to define, prioritise and assign WIP targets.   These 
targets in turn reflect the active participation of key stakeholders. 

This document is a summary of the specific targets, and the associated workflow over the next 6 
months. 

2. WORKFLOW 

The following diagram provides a summary of: 

• The various Kick Off sessions 

• The corresponding streams of work that will be undertaken  

• Assignation across the Team 

 

3. TRANSACTIONS SCREEN 

The updated suspense allocations screen is in testing and will be released in March. 

 

A tabular interface, keyboard navigation and context-specific modals will represent a step-change in 
terms of workflow efficiency for active users (Pro and Premium). 
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Subsequent to this initial release the following additional features have been scheduled: 

• Bulk coding  

• Allocation rules 

• Splitting 

With this foundation in place the above functionality will then be transposed to the existing 
Transactions screen proper, with the goal of providing full editability. 

At that point (target date 30 June) Mclowd will provide processing efficiency similar to that offered by 
incumbent vendors. 

(However it should be emphasised that even before this point users on the Pro or Premium versions 
of the software will be able to adopt the suspense allocation workflow in order to access the bulk of 
the targeted efficiencies). 

4. PENSIONS 

While 2018 saw considerable investment in relation to interim periods, the following use cases are 
currently outstanding: 

• Contribution reserve strategy (Github #2369) 

• Contribution splitting (Github #2714) 

These are due for delivery no later than April.  
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5. CUSTOM ASSETS 

While workarounds are currently available, improved support for custom assets (such as crypto 
currencies) appears regularly in the feedback from active users. 

This project will enable: 

• The ability to create the following custom assets within the asset maintenance screen: 

o Unlisted financial assets 

o Physical assets 

o Collectables 

o Gold  

o Property 

• Manage the same throughout the existing workflow 

6. YEAR END SIMPLIFICATION 

By definition fund processing should be correlated to the complexity of a given fund, with a complex 
fund taking more time, but simpler funds being quick to finalise.  To date Mclowd has yet to deliver on 
this correlation (which given the number of active users, is having a significant impact on the 
Community). 

As part of this session Graeme presented the planned improvements in relation to year end 
processing, which will: 

• Bring together all of the current elements into a central portal 

• Allow users to accept default values where their fund profile permits 

• Allow users to purchase / generate the actuarial certificate from our partners Lime and Verus  
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The following table explains the logic sitting behind this screen / workflow. 

Label Description Options 

Market 
revaluation 

Allows the user to accept 
system-generated values or 
update with revisions of 
assets prices at 30 June 

The user will be able to select one of the following: 

• Accept calculated values (where listed asset 
prices have been populated from data feeds or 
unlisted assets have been populated from last 
saved value) 

• User can review and update asset prices 
manually 

Tax profile Describes the fund profile for 
the purposes of calculating 
ECPI 

 

MWA This allows the user to select 
the Member Weighted 
Average in order to allocate 
fund net earnings from the 
P&L to the member accounts 

The user will be able to select one of the following: 

• Accept the system-generated member weighted 
average 

• Override the MWA allocation percentage and 
input manually 

Allocations This allows the user to quickly 
accept all the default 
calculations for YEPL, YEMS, 
TAX & YEMP journals (which 
currently require multiple 
screens) 

The user will be able to select one of the following: 

• Accept calculated values  

• Review allocation screens before saving 

Process This step will allow the user to 
process all of the transactions 
as above, and in the following 
order: 

• MR – Market Revaluation 

• TAX tax journal from 
schedule D 

• YEPL, YEMS, YEMP, 
TAX journals 

The user will be able to select one of the following: 

• Run year end entries (ie run MR, TAX, YEPL, 
YEMS, YEMP journals)  

• Reset previously run journals and delete 
 

 

 

7. ECPI 

Mclowd has yet to address the updated ECPI calculations applicable from FY18 onwards. 

Support for the following logic will be incorporated into a broader “Year end rebuild” which will include: 

• Year end simplification (as per Section 6 above) 

• The following additional reports: 

o Tax accounting reconciliation 

o Statement of taxable income 
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This is scheduled for delivery in the June quarter, in time to provide improved usability for FY19 
processing. 

Value FY17 and prior FY18 onwards 

ECPI Allows the user to accept system-
generated values or update with revisions 
of assets prices at 30 June 

ECPI = ECPI from segregated periods + 
ECPI from unsegregated periods 
 
ECPI from segregated periods = Income 
derived from the segregated asset 
supporting retirement phase pension 
interests (capital gains will be 
disregarded), excluding assessable 
contributions and non-arm's length 
income. 
ECPI from unsegregated periods = (All 
assessable Income - assessable 
contribution - non-arm's length income) x 
actuarial exemption % 

Deductible 
Expense 

Unlike the actuarial percentage (which will 
only apply against the period where the 
fund is not in 100% retirement phase), the 
fund expense percentage will be applied 
against the fund-level operating expenses 
across the three periods to compute the 
deductible and non-deductible portion of 
the fund expenses. 
 

Deductible expense will be calculated 
using ATO formula, user specified or 
actuarial %. 

Unlike the actuarial percentage (which will 
only apply against the period where the 
fund is not in 100% retirement phase), the 
fund expense percentage will be applied 
against the fund-level operating expenses 
across the three periods to compute the 
deductible and non-deductible portion of 
the fund expenses. 
 

Deductible expense will be calculated 
using ATO formula, user specified or 
actuarial %. 

8. MANAGED FUNDS 

While Mclowd already has in place nightly feeds in relation to Australian managed funds, delivery 
against the following targets is required in order to fully leverage these data points: 

• End of day valuations (Github #2177) 

• 30 June valuations (Github #2177) 

Scheduled for June quarter.  
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9. PROPERTY UPGRADE 

This stream of work is focused on the following targets; 

• Addition of a number of property-related GL accounts (see Appendix A) 

• Adding the ability to enter property expenses as a deduction from rental income 

• Leveraging those accounts to enable an upgrade to the Property Expenses Report and 
Rental Statement Report. 

 This work is already in progress, and is expected to be completed by April. 

10. GST 

While workarounds are available in the interim, delivery against the above property-related GL 
accounts will also lay the foundation for an upgrade to the GST logic as follows: 

• Fund-level GST toggle within the fund details page (Github #1446) 

• Auto calculation of GST on rental income from commercial property (Github #1542) 

• GST on property expenses to be classified / calculated as follows: (Github #1542) 

o Creditable acquisitions  100% claimable 

o Reduced credit acquisition 75% claimable 

o Non-creditable acquisition 0% claimable 

• Auto calculation of GST on brokerage (Github #1542) 

11. PRACTITIONER BILLING 

Consistent delivery against WIP targets over the last 12 months is now showing up in higher levels of 
usage from within the practitioner segment of the Community. 

As a consequence of this growth it has become necessary to migrate billing from an annual, fund-
level model to a monthly, firm-level architecture. 

Under this model (which will be applied from 1 July) practitioner users will be billed for all funds / data 
feeds as follows (inclusive of GST): 

• $2.75 per month for funds on Pro 

• $6.60 per month for funds on Premium 

The following table illustrates the application to a sample firm. 

Version No. of funds Per unit cost 
(GST inc.) 

Subtotal 
(monthly) 

Annualised 

Free Forever 10 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

Pro 250 $2.75 $687.50 $8,250.00 

Premium 100 $6.60 $660.00 $7,920.00 

Totals 360 - $1,347.50 $16,170.00 
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As part of this project: 

• The Premium licence fee will increase by $2 to $72 per annum ($6 per month) to simplify 
these calculations 

• More comprehensive billing reports will be enabled at both a firm and fund level 

The following table sets out the timeline for deployment. 

Month Description Comment / Status 

January Finalise spec / begin development Complete 

February Flag changes in Practitioner User Update  Complete 

March Testing / sign off  Complete 

April Turn off current Practitioner billing logic Scheduled 

May EDM reminder re adding credit card details Scheduled 

June Pro rata refund (for unexpired annual fees) Will require EFT details 

July Deployment Scheduled 

12. USABILITY 

While some of the above projects will represent a significant improvement to the current level of 
usability, it will not provide larger administration firms with the sort of ‘code-free’ operating model they 
have become accustomed to. 

While it does not form part of the residual goals for FY19, a completely new user interface will be 
required in order to provide equivalence in this regard. 

13. OTHER FY20 TARGETS 

Beyond FY19 the following additional functions will be targeted: 

• Open banking (API integration with the major banks) 

• Additional reports; 

o Expected vs paid dividends 

o Expected vs paid distributions 

• Improved lodgement workflow (including integration with Xero Tax) 

• Editability of the chart of accounts 

• Improved support for international shares 

• Automated transaction matching (leveraging machine learning models) 

• The ability to add asset allocation details to unlisted assets (requires simplification and 
unification of sector classifications) 

• Investment strategy report (ie actual vs target allocation) 

• Tighter integration between the accounting software and services marketplace 
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14. CONCLUSION 

While ongoing investment will always be required, the Mclowd Community is entering the final stages 
of its (initial) journey towards providing a realistic alternative to incumbent platforms. 

As the above targets are delivered over the coming months, constraints on the growth of the 
Community will be progressively removed, to the benefit of all stakeholders. 
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APPENDIX A 

Additional GL Accounts 

 

Ticket Ref. Account 

2623 Property capital improvement 

2606 LIC capital gains tax deduction 

2607 Excessive foreign tax credit write-off 

2608 ATO interest rebate 

2609 Rebate 

2610 Fee refund 

2611 Investment fee 

2612 Advertising 

2603 Amortisation expense 

2614 Cleaning 

2615 Council rates 

2616 Garden and lawn 

2617 Insurance premium 

2618 Interest on deposit 

2619 Interest on late settlement 

2620 Land tax 

2621 Legal fees 

2622 Pest control 

2613 Agents commission 

2680 Water rates 

2681 Repairs and Maintenance 

2682 Stationery, Phone and Postage 

2683 Strata Levy fees 

2684 Sundry expenses 

2685 Title Search fees 

2686 Body Corporate Fees 

2725 Letting Fees 

2726 Tenancy Agreement Fees 

2727 Administration Fees 

 


